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Tracklist:
01) Everything (4:17) 02) Penthouse Floor (4:56) 03) One Track Mind (4:34) 04) Lullaby (4:32) 
05) A Night to Remember (3:44) 06) Crying in the Rain (4:41) 07) Calling Angels (4:16) 08) Hand in 
Hand (4:14) 09) Never Say Never (5:35) 10) The Silence (5:00)

The Melodic Rock newcomer DeVicious is an ambi�oned rock band based out of Germany 
with an interna�onal musician line-up. The debut album “Never Say Never” has just been 
released on March 16, 2018 on the rock label The Junc�on.

The band emerged in 2016, when long �me musician friends from Karlsruhe Germany sat 
down together and talked about the golden 80s of the past millennium. While reminiscing 
the days when bands like Bon Jovi, Van Halen, Europe, Journey, Def Leppard and Scorpions 
were heading the charts, the founding members of DeVicious felt the urge to put their 
own tes�mony together that would combine their love for music and influence of idols as 
well as their experience with live performances, studio and recording experience with 
Andy Deris Band, Chryztye and Zar.

With great enthusiasm and paired with the advantages of modern studio technology the 
idea of DeVicious had been finally realized. The hooks and arrangements of the debut 
album “Never Say Never” are up to par with interna�onal aspira�on. This is also well 
reflected in the band's professional music videos. Both singles, “Everything” and 
“Penthouse Floor” had been already released earlier this year.
The six piece band consists of songwriter, producer and bassist Alex Frey, lead guitarist 
Radivoj Petrovic, rhythm guitarist Gisbert Royder, keyboardist Denis Kunz, drummer Lars 
Nippa and Serbian singer Zoran Sadorov aka Mister Sanders. DeVicious will debut its live 
presence in March 2018 – together as special guests with the bands Xtasy and the 
Scandinavian all-star rock band Ammuni�on.  DeVicious is also planning on touring again 
through Germany in December this year with Xtasy and the legendary US rock band 
Hardline.
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Mister Sanders – Lead Vocals
Radivoj Petrovic – Lead Guitar

Gisbert Royder – Rhythm Guitar
Alex Frey – Bass

Denis Kunz – Keyboards
Lars Nippa – Drums


